Those who possess a love for the water understand that true tranquility exists in the stillness of the open sea. It lives in the whisper of a crisp breeze. The symphony of rolling waves. The mystery beyond endless horizons. It’s these exceptional moments that inspire Ocean Alexander to meticulously craft a vessel that grants you a magnificent seafaring experience and the ultimate luxury of all — uniquely personal moments you’ll cherish for the rest of your life.

We understand your passion for the water because it’s ours too. This innate passion drives us to constantly recreate our designs and elevate them to a level of unmatched luxury and elegance. We think of brilliant ways to use space, create innovative solutions for privacy and consider the ways you and your guests can enjoy every second aboard this exceptionally engineered vessel.

Inside this book you’ll discover that the 100 isn’t just a yacht — it’s a conduit for life’s true luxuries. Everlasting memories await.
Both the 100 Skylounge and Open Flybridge models give you entertainment spaces that offer the best aspects of open water: fresh air, huge skies and vantage points that are shaded and comfortable. Both aft decks seat ten on a cushioned settee. A drop-down television and complete wet bar keep the party going.

The bow on both models is not just a settee with an unparalleled view, but is built with recessed stanchion spots for a removable awning and hidden pop-up lighting. This makes it a prime after-dark spot to enjoy a cocktail and watch the moonlight reflect off the sea.
The 100’s salon gives spectacular views to port, aft and starboard with near full-length windows that offer horizon views, even while guests are seated on the deeply comfortable built-in couches. Inventive I-beam engineering makes those huge windows one more example of Ocean Alexander’s obsession with constant design refinement.

To starboard, the length of the salon is a glossy expanse of exotic-wood cabinetry topped with stone. Storage options abound.

*Overhead, a sizeable television drops down at your command, perfect for an intimate movie night or catching the game with friends.*

The wet bar is forward, near the dining table. A bar fridge is behind cabinet doors, along with two pullout drawers with custom-fitted stemware holders to preserve your crystal.
FINE DINING

Stone-topped cabinetry surrounds a dining table that comfortably seats ten, providing you with ample space for a large feast. Behind these lustrous doors, more custom-made inserts keep your china service secure. The wealth of storage space means you have the freedom to stock what you need to scale your entertainment plans for larger parties.

In the 100's Skylounge layout, your dining room includes a masterfully handcrafted spiral staircase that never obstructs your ever-changing views.

With the Flybridge option, your dining room is outfitted with additional fine cabinetry.
When you choose a main-deck master stateroom on the 100, we place it forward and provide a closed-galley arrangement. This gives the owner ultimate privacy and keeps the culinary activity away from all but your staff and crew — a nice detail for charter. Two doors (one to the port deck and one to the hallway) give servers swift and uncomplicated access.

The array of amenities and appliances is the same in both galley choices, including a full-size oven and an overhead microwave/convection oven. The long stone countertops make this a perfect galley for serious catering or meal preparation for a full cruise of owners and guests.
If you’d like a nontraditional experience, our Manhattan model elevates the 100 to a level of unmatched grandeur. On the Manhattan, your surroundings are enhanced by the elegance of remarkably sleek, high-gloss detailing.

As a skylounge model with an optional main-deck master, the layout of the Manhattan is not a departure from what you’ve come to expect from Ocean Alexander.

But the gleaming details we’ve lavished on this model are unlike anything we’ve done before. Prepare to take pride in the fact that you haven’t sacrificed masterful engineering for unprecedented style.
OPEN-GALLEY DESIGN

With a pass-through and luxurious bar seats, this is a galley for enjoying the culinary show. Ocean Alexander believes in starting with best-in-class appointments, like a wine cooler, freezer drawers and full-size refrigerator/freezer. We’ve built in generous storage, including innovative cabinet doors that open and then pivot for easy access and more capacity.

We’ve designed this galley for a professional chef.

A double sink, full-size cooktop and ample upper and lower pantry space make a longer cruise or a bigger party options you can certainly entertain.
With the open-galley design, the pass-through leads to a captivating forward country kitchen arrangement. An L-shaped sofa sprawls beneath massive windows. Tucked to starboard is a working desk that shares the incredible view. Whether watching the show in the galley or just eagerly awaiting the hors d’oeuvres, your guests will have everything they need, including a nearby day head.

With the standard open bridge option, there is a lower helm to starboard for the captain to utilize in unfavorable weather conditions. With the optional skylounge, a desk and chair make this the perfect spot to have a drink and check your email.
When you select the main-deck master layout, the owner's stateroom will be the private oasis on the 100's main deck. This stateroom commands views so big they were once impossible to obtain, but our I-beam engineering has made them come to life with light-filled windows. In this master stateroom, you'll awake to the sun rising over tropical islands and drift to sleep while looking out onto the vast stretches of sea around you.

When you require some alone time, remote-controlled electric blinds glide down with a simple touch, providing you privacy in an already tranquil setting. Also remotely controlled: a large drop-down television with surround sound. The curvy settee and pedestal table present you with a breakfasting spot that boasts phenomenal views of the water. To port is a vanity with a backlit pop-up mirror.

Forward is your private staircase down to a dream en-suite head, but we’ve also included a small night head near the king-size bed so you won’t have to negotiate stairs in the late hours.
MAIN-DECK MASTER HEAD AND CLOSET

A private water closet, two vessel sinks and a huge stone-surrounded shower complete this head, but there are more details to discover. Each of the four panels of the main mirror pulls out like a drawer to reveal even more storage behind them.

Built-in shelving, gleaming stainless accents and custom cabinetry make this space welcoming. LED lighting here is tuned to Ocean Alexander’s proprietary temperature, so this secluded spot feels luxurious and spa-like.

Some of the most clever space usage on the 100 is in the master suite. The enormous walk-in closet gives you a chest filled with backlit drawers to help you clearly see everything inside. Side shelves pull out for easy access to their deep storage capacity. A built-in safe and an abundance of light and mirrors (including a full-length mirror) are here. Hanging space is generous, and there’s even a dedicated ottoman for slipping on your shoes.
The standard lower-deck master stateroom on the 100 boasts a beautiful set of views as well as all the luxuries that an owner’s private quarters should have: a his-and-hers head, a king berth with a motion-insulating innerspring mattress, dual nightstands and built-in cabinetry that includes a vanity with a backlit fold-up mirror.

Two generous closets give this suite an abundance of storage.

The walk-in closet includes cedar shelves, a safe and roomy drawers that light from within. Custom cabinets flank the double-entry doors. A second hanging locker is here, fully cedar-lined and outfitted with its own custom ottoman.

The 100’s standard master can become a second-owner suite if you choose the two-master-suite option, giving owner-partners equal luxury (and charter possibilities even more appeal).
The master head is full of amenities that make your experience as exceptionally luxurious as possible. A huge stone-surrounded shower separates the his-and-hers vessel sinks and vanities. Backlit mirrors and gleaming stone keep the space airy and light. The sole is a single slab of stone, eliminating joins underfoot.

Specially-made latches keep cabinetry closed and your belongings secure at all times. And as ever, we insist on the world’s finest fixtures.
Mirrored port and starboard VIP guest staterooms are available if you choose the five-stateroom option. The port VIP stateroom has all of the same comforts as its starboard counterpart, including generous storage space above and below the berths, cedar-lined hanging lockers and a dedicated television/audio system.

Large windows allow the light to pour in during the day yet provide privacy at night with drop-down screens.

The VIP’s en-suite head is roomy and luxurious. A backlit mirror and beautiful LED lighting tuned to our own specified temperature keep this space light, even with its wealth of wood cabinetry. As in our masters, we use only the finest fixtures sourced from the world over. Stone countertops and soles are standard here.
STANDARD LAYOUT
VIP STATEROOM

The VIP stateroom lies forward and below at the end of a private hallway. If you’ve seen one of our VIP staterooms, you already know it’s rich with many of the same advantages the masters have, including a full cedar-lined locker and custom-fitted cabinetry. A flat-screen television and sound system will keep your VIP guests well entertained.

If you choose the main-deck master configuration, this stateroom is not present but becomes the private head area for your main-deck master. With the five-stateroom option, you get dual VIP staterooms to port and starboard with single queen beds.
Twin guest staterooms lie port and starboard between the VIP and the lower (second) master stateroom. We’ve configured both of them with flexibility in mind, not forgetting these are hallmarks of Ocean Alexander’s guest experience.

The guest staterooms easily morph from twin berths to a single queen in seconds, giving you options for charter that you may not have had before. They also give you a custom nightstand in either configuration.

Both staterooms have en-suite heads, making your guests feel pampered. Stone, custom cabinetry, backlit mirrors and top-of-the-line fixtures are here, just as they are in our VIP and masters. Book-matched woods and marquetry in the cabinet doors bring lavish details into these spaces.
With the standard layout and an open bridge, this lower-deck helm is outfitted with a leather Stidd® helm chair and an array of command-post electronics robust enough to make this the main helm should weather bring everyone indoors. Your captain will appreciate the fact that visibility and deck access at this station are exceptional.
FLYBRIDGE HELM

Your captain’s eyes will light up. Heading into a sunset has never been so rewarding. A full navigation package complements a breathtaking 360-degree view. World-renowned designer Evan K. Marshall has reimagined the console and display pod for more ergonomic ease, enhancing the piloting experience.
The 100’s open flybridge is the largest in its class, with a roomy curved bar, dining for eight and a luxurious sunpad next to a shaded soaking tub. Up here, the experience rises to a new level of luxury. It’s here where you’ll enjoy a drink while relaxing in the soaking tub or throw open-air dinner parties that your guests will be talking about for years to come.

Just behind the helm station, an enormous drop-down TV will keep your guests entertained. Aft of the tub lies a huge deck for sunning, toys or a tender — or a sizeable cocktail party.

The bar has walk-around access and a full complement of helpful equipment, such as a sink, refrigerator, icemaker and even an electric grill custom-crafted of highly polished 316 stainless steel.
Just outside a sliding electric door is an entertainment space your guests will never forget.

There’s no shortage of space to sunbathe with a martini in hand. Large, lavish space for sunning is here, along with a fully outfitted walk-around wet bar, built-in stools and a big settee with a magnificent view.

This deck has a custom electric grill made exclusively for Ocean Alexander using highly polished 316 stainless steel. This casual dining spot overlooks the water and has easy access to the main deck below.
SKYLounge

This second salon is your destination when you climb the spiral staircase from the main-deck dining area. Our 100’s skylounge is a luxurious entertaining spot where sunsets and sunrises can fill the huge windows on all four sides. We’ve built in a well-equipped wet bar, including a refrigerator, icemaker and storage for your serving pieces. A drop-down television and a discreet day head are here as well. All doors glide open quietly when you want to step outside and feel the ocean breeze.
SKYLounge Helm

Three touch-screen panels give your captain state-of-the-art navigational equipment and access to all systems aboard the boat. Fully adjustable Stidd® helm seating preserves comfort alongside control for long cruises. Just to starboard is a desk for checking email or other office tasks. Forward is a walk-around Portuguese bridge.
Three crew staterooms include a dedicated captain's quarters with an en-suite head. Octoplex panels and an N2KView®-linked iPad connected to systems diagnostics, alerts and settings allow the captain and crew to monitor the boat with consistency.

Other crew extras include a ventilated, drained wet locker; a stainless-steel workbench with a vice; and a Snap-on® tool chest. A small galley with seating and an additional head with shower complete this space.
### SPECIFICATIONS

**100 Motoryacht**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length overall</td>
<td>100’ 8” (30.68 M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterline length</td>
<td>87’ 11” (26.80 M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam Overall</td>
<td>23’ (7.01 M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draft</td>
<td>5’ 6” – 6’ 5” (1.68 – 1.96 M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powered by</td>
<td>Twin MTU® 12v2000 1920HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generators</td>
<td>Twin Kohler® 55kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel capacity</td>
<td>4,000 gal. (15,142 L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water capacity</td>
<td>650 gal. (2,461 L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holding tank capacity</td>
<td>400 gal. (1,514 L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement (est. full load)</td>
<td>220,264 lbs. (99,910 KG)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Everlasting memories await.